laser cutter room (digital fabrication lab)
secondary presentation space

swivel wall can close up the windows to
create a more apt presentation space

model storage room

allows for storage of models as well as the storage of printing supplies

kitchen
diagram showing the flow from public to private through
gallery space [learn from surroundings]

island with stovetop and overhead range. long
storage wall for food. table for two for breakfast

media lab

12 computer workstations. 2 full size plotters.

faculty workstation [4]

each studio has a partition seperating it from the
public thoroughfare. within the partition is a desk
with storage above beside glass projection wall

public space
semi-private space

materials library

bookshelves close off the space and create filter
between the spaces. middle area for material placement or code book research. material
boards in flip display on the wall 30” by 48” boards

private space

MAX_min: resulting combination of the terms MAXimum and minum. Maximum: to achieve the most possible, and
minimum: the smallest amount necessary. The design goal was to achieve the maximum efficiency, interaction, and
mutual learning opportunities between students and faculty of the University of Tennessee and the East Tennessee
Community Design Center.
Inside the Downtown Studio, a shifted axis of circulation guides students, faculty, professionals, and the public past a
series of spaces where information about current projects is displayed, then efficiently filtering the occupants into their
respective areas.
After entering through a welcoming gallery, occupants slide along a shifted axis, past the East Tennessee Community Design Center, towards a large multi-purpose room serving as the main presentation space that can be closed
off with a system of sliding track doors. When not in use for presentations, it functions as a waiting room, gallery, or
lounge.
When the axis changes again, a large hallway passes along a series of four studio bays. These are located behind
combination partition walls and faculty work space; creating multi-purpose pin up and storage space beside an easily
accessible faculty work area. Circulation paths filter students to their desks, to the tertiary presentation space and
kitchen.
On the other side, the succession of rooms moves from a primary presentation room with a projector room that sits
behind partition doors allowing for multiple functions. Next, the path leads into a student lounge that connects with a
materials library. This is a space that can be used by the ETCDC as well as the students and faculty from the University of Tennessee. The computer lab is placed before a small print area that shares storage space with the laser
cutter and model storage room.
Restrooms are located directly in front of the secondary presentation space that is acoustically sound and contains a
pivoting wall that hides storage when not being used to cover windows during presentations.
By arranging the spaces along an axis and allowing some to be opened or closed by partition walls, this project
strives to form a series of operable separations between public and private spaces in an effort efficiently filter occupants into the appropriate areas and achieve the most function within a limited space in an effort to reach max_min.

lounge space

open lounge space for use by the ETCDC as well
as the students from the University of Tennessee.

public/ private space diagram

projection system [primary review space]

at the existing ethernet hub there is a projection
system that functions as a review space as well
as a multi-purpose presentation space

primary review space

operable panels slide out from the wall to enclose
the space to create the review space. when not in
use it functions as relaxation space

main circulation
secondary circulation

pin-up storage panels

panels are suspended by a set of tension cables
the panel on the studio side is glass while the
other side is homosote for pin-up space

tertiary circulation

pin-up storage panels

panels are suspended by a set of tension cables
the panel on the studio side is glass while the
other side is homosote for pin-up space

circulation diagram

east tn community design center

slide past a presentation wall into the space which
hosts 8 workstations. office for principal. secretary.

display area for past projects

for the public to become more informed about the
current events within the school and ETCDC

coffee bar.printing area.conference
room
this area functions as resource area for the
ETCDC only.

entrance for upstairs

where the people who work upstairs enter with
view into conference room.

historic preservation of street front

the only alteration was to remove the railing to
allow for free circulation and more engagement
from the street corner

plan at 4’ 1/16th” = 1’
partition pin up and projector wall diagram

public thoroughfare

primary and secondary review spaces

interaction through filtration _

gallery spaces

density of semi-public space

through progression one learns about their surroundings

